Camp Oak Hill & Retreat Center
Recreation & Activities (“RA”) Summer Coordinator Overview
Overview: Our Recreation and Activities (“RA”) Summer Coordinator would have the unique
opportunity to apply their talents to create activities and recreation that is well thought out, safely
run, and provides a level of fun that aims to engage the desired audience. Additionally, the RA
Coordinator will get to work in an exciting, youth-oriented Christian environment alongside other
talented and passionate Christian college students. The hours can be long and the work
challenging, but the RA Coordinator opportunity is very rewarding!
Responsibilities: The primary responsibility of the RA Coordinator is to work with the COH
Camp Director to plan, set-up, and run the recreation and activities that campers engage in
throughout the summer.
Responsibilities include, but are not limited to:
● Ensure that all recreation and activities are set-up and facilitated well
● Develop rotation and activity schedules
● Oversees all activity areas
● Lead a weekly discipleship group
● Assign Opening Day Duties
● Help Worship and Programs Coordinator plan and run programs
● Work with the rest of the Summer Leadership Team/Camp Director to lead and invest in
the summer staff
● Other tasks as needed (every day is different at COH, and we all pitch in to help!)
Growth: A RA Coordinator can expect to develop or improve their skills in the areas of
recreation management, scheduling, activity facilitation, spiritual development, leadership and
much more. In addition, the RA Coordinator will gain valuable experience working in a
fast-paced environment that will seek to draw out the best in them, simultaneously encouraging
them, and challenging them to improve. This will not only result in a strong resume builder and
work references in the ministry, nonprofit and recreation spheres, but will create relationships
that often last a lifetime.
Experience and/or skills in the following areas are required for the RA Coordinator position at
Camp Oak Hill:
● Completion of 2 years of college (or equivalent experience) by summer start date
● Bring the Hype
● Ability to clearly share the Gospel (an essential part of the COH story)
● Excellent time management skills and ability to work within deadlines

Experience and/or skills in the following areas are preferred for the RA Coordinator position at
Camp Oak Hill:
● A passion for and natural ability as it relates to recreation and outdoor activities
● Basic understanding of the G Suite products (Google Drive, Docs, Sheets, etc.)
● Familiarity with a summer camp and/or ministry setting
● Pursuing a degree in the Education, Park & Recreation, Communication or related fields
Details: The RA Coordinator position will be based at Camp Oak Hill (Oxford, NC) from
5/26/20-8/1/20 (with an optional additional week through 8/8).

